UD Writing Centers
Spring Workshop Series

Statements of Purpose | Feb 24 and Apr 27
For those applying to masters and doctoral programs in the sciences, social sciences, humanities, or arts, this workshop will explore general principles for writing convincing essays and statements—ones that highlight your undergraduate work and emphasize your research interests successfully.

UD Thesis Styles | Feb 29 & Apr 20
Writing your thesis or dissertation is difficult enough – why struggle with figuring out UD Thesis Styles? In this workshop, experts from IT Client Support and Services will orient you with UD Thesis Styles and show you how to prepare your thesis or dissertation for submission.

Research Poster Workshop | March 9
Research posters are a great way to disseminate your research, but how do you put your poster together to attract viewers and get your message across? Come to this workshop and learn:

- The technological knowledge you need to design and print posters.
- The visual rhetoric and principles of design to display your work to maximum effect.

APA Workshop | March 14
Do you have to document a paper for Nursing, Psychology, Education or another social science class? Do you feel uncomfortable with citation systems or does APA seem particularly complex? This workshop will help you to understand how APA works and gain the skills necessary to feel confident about your abilities to cite sources using APA. In this workshop, you’ll practice the basics of citing sources within a paper, compiling a reference list, and gaining basic knowledge of how a paper in APA is compiled visually.

Taking the Mystery Out of Citation | April 11
Citing sources can seem like busy work, but doing so is a crucial part of researched-based writing. How do you show that you have done your research and have used your sources ethically? This workshop will show you how to cite your sources throughout your paper in different formats (MLA, Chicago, APA), as well as use citation styles to craft how your reader will respond to your sources. Bring a copy of your research paper with you to practice during this interactive session.

Learning to be Your Own Proofreader | May 4
Do you struggle to get rid of all those pesky typos before submitting a paper? Have your professors ever asked you to proofread? This workshop will offer suggestions for how you can improve editing skills, and polish final papers. This workshop will provide both hands-on experience and tips and tricks for improving your proofreading strategies. Participants will work to build a “self-editing” checklist and to apply these principles to their own writing.

All workshops are held in the Multimedia Writing Center—017 Morris Library
3:30 to 5:00 pm. To sign up, visit http://goo.gl/forms/PhbK8mN41W